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Introduction
Hall Of Fame Porn is an exceptional website that chronicles the history of the porn industry, offers
biographies of every major pornstar and puts members in total control of who is inducted into the
official porn hall of fame from nominees selected by members as well. The interactive aspects of the site
and hardcore classic porn content are a combination that will make any real porn fan smile all month
long!

Adult Review
Every sport has a Hall of Fame, Music has a Hall of Fame, but for the longest time Porn had no official hall of fame to
celebrate the classic porn performers and to commemorate the sexual performances that have made the adult film world one
of the most successful entertainment industries of all time. Now, finally that has all changed and Hall Of Fame Porn is the
perfect home on the internet for porn fans who can enjoy the best classic porn movies and pornstars while also becoming a
real voting member of the porn hall of fame!
  
  Members nominate four pornstars each month and select one new Hall of Fame Pornstar from the prior month's Hall of
Fame Porn nominees. The site includes many videos and pictures of each Hall Of Fame Porn inductee and many from past
and present pornstar nominees as well. 
  
  The videos are available in 640x480 (which is as good as the original VHS and DVD films allow). They can also be
downloaded in smaller dial-up friendly versions, and they can even be saved as Iphone format movies to be watched by Hall
of Fame perverts on the go!
  
  Major stars like Teri Weigel, Nina Hartley, Jenna Jameson, John Holmes, Ron Jeremy and Amber Lynn have already been
inducted into Hall of Fame Porn and their full biographies are available on the website. Members are also encouraged to
contribute information that is often used to expand and update the biographies of each pornstar. Biographical information is
also published for each new and past nominee including Gail Force, Erica Boyer and Kristara Barrington among others!
  
  The interactive aspect of the site which gives each member the ability to nominate new Hall Of Fame Pornstars is very cool.
The site also gives each member one vote for each month you are active on the site as a loyalty bonus... which makes really
great sense because the longer you remain a voting member the more weight your vote will carry each month.
  
  Along with hundreds of sneak-peak full length showcase videos that give you a free look into other porn sites and full
network access to Crygasm.com, the total package offered by Hall Of Fame Porn is one any adult film expert will definitely
enjoy.

Porn Summary
If you love classic pornstars from the 60s,70s, 80s and 90s there are not many places you can find your favorite porn
performers these days. Most places that feature them are DVD warehouse sites that just list the videos you can watch. Hall Of
Fame Porn is the first site that gives classic adult film stars the special treatment that they each deserve. It's a new way to
enjoy classic porn and it lets real fans decide who gets in... and who doesn't. 
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.00 Preview: 2 Days for $9.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online
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Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 154
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